
Propagation:   Seed selection, Transplant production
CRAFT – April 16, 2011 at Full Sun Farm, Leicester, NC

SEED SELECTION:

1. Things to look for:  Ease of production, productivity, disease resistance, best tasting, sturdy (can handle
   being transported to market), unusual.

2. Regional varieties: Talk to other farmers, gardeners about favorites/failures.
3. Heirloom vs Hybrid: Choose the best tasting, most productive varieties.
4. Think about production and marketing when choosing varieties.
5. What do you like to grow?      Grow that. If you don’t like the vegetable or variety you probably won’t want

to take the time to see it through to market.
6. Quantity:  Order more than you think you will need, but not too much. Better to have a bit too much than not

enough In general, seed is cheap get what you need
7. Seed sources: catalogs, seed exchanges, local feed & seed, etc.  Many catalogs provide lots of information

about days to harvest, germination requirements, etc, pictures, how it tastes: can help with marketing.
Especially helpful are catalogs specifically for market growers. Seed saving-can try to improve varieties by
selecting for your conditions, very different process from growing vegetables, germination rates unknown

TRANSPLANT PRODUCTION:

1. Why use Transplants? Head start on the weeds and season; uniform stands, can choose strongest
                 seedling

2. Sowing Schedule: Make one! Figure out how many plants you need per bed or area to be planted and
       sow 1/3 extra

3. Where to start seeds: Indoor w/lights, cold frame, greenhouse, bottom heat; control temperature, light and
moisture

4. Containers: Trays: Speedling/Float trays, Wind Strip Trays, Plastic pots 48s, 32s, 16s etc; cell packs; soil
blocks

5. Sizing of container: depends on vegetable, how long in trays, size of transplant needed, end use of transplant
6. Sources: Van Wingerton, Southern States
7. Mix:  sterile soiless medium bagged mix vs. making our own; Organic/Non
8. Making your own: Some mixture of peat moss, and vermiculite. Other ingredients could include bone meal,

blood meal, greensand, colloidal phosphate, hi-cal lime, seaweed, compost, etc. Elliot Coleman recipe,
9. Sowing: Direct seed into a tray or seed into flat > then step up into cell trays. depends on how long seed takes

to germinate, grow, and how large a transplant needed; we direct seed into trays lettuce, broc, cabbage,
sunflowers, squash, corn,; we step up tomatoes, flowers, peppers, eggplant.  Mix should be as moist as “a rung
out sponge” for sowing or transplanting

10. Germination Requirements: temperature, moisture and light; lots of info in seed catalogues, seed packets
(Johnny’s)

11. Stepping Up: step up once seedling has first set of true leaves; let soil medium dry out slightly, always handle
seedling by theleaves, think rather than pull seedlings apart; can break up roots by throwing on to potting
bench; step up on cloudy day or puttransplants in shade to reduce shock Watering: different plants have
different requirements group according to watering needs; temp of water, good if it can be a little
warm,misting versus drenching

12.  Nutrition: what is in your mix/spraying fish emulsion/seaweed Greenhouse
13. Pests and Diseases: Damping off: less water, more air movement.  Aphids: spray safer’s soap, encourage

beneficial wasp population; lady bug larvae. Keep end of hose off the floor to prevent spread of disease, also
keep floor clean of debris

14. Transplanting: Hardening off, reduces transplant shock, expose to outside conditions and water less (Cheat
with remay/floating row cover after transplanting) Water thoroughly. If possible, plant out on cloudy or rainy
day, water in. Cover soil block to prevent moisture from wicking away.

15. Vegetative Propagation: Onions, Potatoes, Sweet Potatoes


